Objective: This fun & simple visual activity offers a review of colorful shapes and problem solving. It is designed to build confidence by taking turns with friends and sharing with your dog.

Materials:
- 1 plastic box with lid, large enough to hold the shapes.
- Stickers to decorate the lid if desired.
- Heavy duty construction paper in assorted colors. Use one sheet for each shape and cut it out. Laminating the shapes will help with durability.

Examples of shapes: triangle, square, rectangle, oval, diamond, circle, start heart.

Activity: Explain to the children that “(your dog’s name) brought a box shapes to SHOW & SHARE with them. We will take turns finding the shape that I name. When it is your turn and you find the shape, place it next to (your dog’s name). Then you may pet or brush him/her gently, while each of your friends take their turn.”